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Under the influence of the mysterious Ammonius Saccas, Plotinus (204 –270) conceived a desire to learn Persian and Indian philosophy firsthand. This led him to a
romantic participation in the emperor Gordian’s ill-fated Persian expedition. He
managed to escape to Antioch and two years later began teaching in Rome.1 It is
unlikely he was vouchsafed any contact with Hinduism or Buddhism,2 but the par
allels between his thought and especially Buddhist philosophy are striking. The parallels with Buddhism are closer than with Hinduism since Buddhism worked with
three rather than two levels or substructures of reality,3 yet the Hindu connection has
been more frequently explored by Neoplatonist scholars than the Buddhist.4 Persian
philosophy has been explored least of all5 though it would shed light on the relationship between Neoplatonism and the philosophy of Mani who accompanied Shapur
I in the capacity of a royal attendant during the same campaign in which Plotinus
took part on the other side.6
We will proceed by highlighting parallels between the Plotinian and Buddhist
thought worlds rather than engaging in rigorous argumentation. In keeping with the
irenic spirit of Eastern philosophy the evidence will be presented in an undogmatic
way. It should be kept in mind both that the similarities between the two philosophies
are often untidy and that there are equally large differences; chief among these are
Plotinus’ greater tendency towards theodicy, divine personality, and belief in the
possibility of love between mankind and God. It should also be noted that in the
West even a monism as thoroughgoing as Parmenides’ is taken to have been is far less
extreme than is the case in Eastern and especially Indian philosophy.7 Nonetheless
the similarities reveal something about philosophy’s attraction to such concepts as
unity and simplicity.
The Yogācārin Vasubandhu
Buddhism in general accepts reincarnation and holds ignorance responsible for the
cycle of incarnations which can only be brought to an end by knowledge. For Plotinus, who also accepted metempsychosis, ignorance (γνοα) is certainly one of the
underlying characteristics of earthly existence.8 As far as the more specific aspects of
Buddhism we would naturally expect him to be closer to the philosophical form,
Mahāyāna Buddhism, than to the more traditional form, Hīnayāna Buddhism. Some
of the accretions present in Mahāyāna, however, recall more the elaborate daemonology of his successors Iamblichus and Syrianus.
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Most discussions of Plotinus and Buddhism9 primarily investigate Mahāyāna
Buddhism and specifically Yogācāra which originated a century after him. If Yo
gācāra is a neutral monism as has been alleged10 this alone has something in common with Plotinus.11 One of its primary figures was Vasubandhu (300s), and a word
should first be said about his Abhidharmakośa, written before he had been fully
converted from Hīnayāna Buddhism by his half brother Asaṅga, unless he was a secret adherent of Yogācāra all along as some scholars have affirmed.12 The particular
point of the Abhidharmakośa that interests us relates to the omniscience of the Dharmakāya (the cosmic Buddha) and Plotinus’ World Soul. The Dharmakāya knows the
future not in the way that fortune-tellers do but by actually seeing it before him. In
the same way the World Soul knows reality not in the way that diviners do but like
someone who has full control over his actions and who sees the future as ineluctably
as he does the present.13
A useful analogy between Plotinus and Vasubandhu is that their classes were
open to all hearers and that they eagerly welcomed questions.14 Plotinus was ready
to entertain and meet objections while Vasubandhu was more interested in the debating process.15 Towards the end of his life the latter refused to debate the Hīnayāna
scholar Saṅghabhadra. His later comment on Saṅghabhadra reminds one of Plotinus’
estimation of the Middle Platonist Longinus: “Saṅghabhadra was a clever and ingenious scholar, [but] his intellective powers were not deep.”16 Plotinus had told Porphyry, “Longinus is a scholar but in no sense a philosopher.”17
Vasubandhu recognized three levels in the individual rather than the universe,
but, as Thomas McEvilley has shown, this is somewhat irrelevant since he believed
the mind created the universe. Plotinus’ One, Nous, and World Soul correspond to
his Pariniṣpanna, Paratantra, and Parikalpita (Absolute Being, Dependent Being, and
Nonbeing).18 Nonbeing is imagined nature with the implication of falsehood. Attachment to Nonbeing, to our imagination of the world, leads to suffering. The escape
from suffering is central to Buddhism, and it was the flight from suffering in late antiquity which helped engender Neoplatonism. Absolute Being is the storehouse consciousness; in its pure state it resembles the One. It is free from longing, sensation,
association, and ignorance while its impure state is “always flowing like a torrent.”19
In Yogācāra, as in Neoplatonism, there is not only an I-Thou and an I-It dimension.20 There is a middle realm, Paratantra or Dependent Being.21 Cognition22 is the
main concept in Dependent Being, as it is in Plotinus’ Nous which means “intellect.”
Dependent Being is the only way to see beyond Nonbeing to Absolute Being; it is the
way we navigate between the higher and lower realms.23 Another Buddhist quality
of the Nous is that it is a limited infinity.24 The Buddha field of Pure Land Mahāyāna
Buddhism is one of the infinite world systems in the universe, ruled over and pro
tected by a Buddha.25
For Plotinus the three levels of reality can be seen as three different ways of looking at the same reality: the absoluteness of the One, a system of Forms, and the
workings of the World Soul.26 Similarly, for Vasubandhu, the three levels are really
three natures: the thing as it appears to be, its dependent nature, and its unreal
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 ature.27 The world of men, animals, heaven, and hell are one world which can be
n
converted into the three realms or natures of Absolute Being, Dependent Being, and
Nonbeing.28 These realms do not exist apart from the one world. Willows are green
and flowers are red in Absolute Being and Nonbeing alike,29 but the sage is concerned only with Absolute Being, with the world as it truly is.
Later Yogācāra
Vasubandhu’s Indian followers added to Absolute Being’s pure state freedom from
being, nonbeing, and knowledge. They also introduced a concept similar to
Plotinus’ doctrine of procession from and return to the One: the permeation of non-
enlightenment and enlightenment. These two forces are at work in all three levels of
reality; non-enlightenment moves from being to multiplicity, and enlightenment from
multiplicity to being. Nagao divines such ascent and descent in numerous philosophical traditions, for instance in the fanā’ and baqā’ of Sufism30 which was directly
indebted to Neoplatonism.31 In fanā’ the mystic annihilates his ego in union with the
divine as did Moses and Muhammad.32 Fanā’ is a loss of self, a kind of L iebestod
which results not in physical death, as might be expected, but in baqā’, abiding or
permanence in God’s will.33 The metaphysical concepts of ascent and descent in
Buddhism are paralleled by the ascent of the Buddha to enlightenment and his
descent, for the rest of his life, in order to help others. An obvious parallel with
Platonism, though it largely concerns the political arena, is Plato’s advice for the
philosopher to reenter the cave of shadows to aid his fellow mortals.34 This process,
from ascent to descent, is the opposite of that distinguished in the life of Jesus. In
Sufism, correspondingly, the descent of the Qur’an into the heart of the Prophet
occurred before his ascent from Jerusalem to heaven.35
It is possible that Vasubandhu’s Indian followers applied the three divisions of his
individual reality to the universal reality, but it is certain that his Chinese followers
in the Fa-hsiang and Hua-yen schools did so. The She-lun school, which flowed into
the second of these,36 also transferred his impure aspect of Absolute Being to the
second level, Dependent Being, and thereby made it more Plotinian.37 For both
Vasubandhu’s Indian and Chinese followers, as for Plotinus, it was the middle rather
than the ultimate level of reality that was the usual place for mystical experiences.38
In the Uttaratantra of the Yogācārin Sthiramati, who consolidated the work of
Vasubandhu in the 500s,39 we are faced with a number of similes that were also
employed by Plotinus and that have been brought to our attention by Richard
Wallis.40 One of these is akin to the sun simile of the Republic which Plotinus used
to show how the One, like the sun issuing forth sunlight, emanates without being
moved: The Nous “must be an irradiation from it while it remains unchanged, like
the bright light of the sun which runs around it, as it were, springing from it continually while it remains unchanged.”41 For Sthiramati the Dharmakāya, the Buddha in
his role as ultimate reality, is also reflected by the sun, which “free from any searching thought,” causes plants to ripen and the lotus to unfold its leaves.42 The sun
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simile reveals that Plotinus’ One and the Dharmakāya are immune from increase
or decrease and that they neither originate nor vanish but constitute an eternal process.43 Plotinus availed himself of another Platonic sun simile, indebted to the
Parmenides, to explain how Being, like sunlight, is fully present in every part of
the universe.44 The Uttaratantra likewise compares the sun’s rays to the ability of the
Dharmakāya to manifest itself in everything that exists.45 Plotinus further applied
the analogy of the contact of sunlight on air to show how the soul is unaffected by
the passions of the physical body.46 The Uttaratantra employed the same analogy to
illustrate that the spiritual essence cannot be polluted by defiling forces like desire.47
Besides the sun simile Plotinus and Sthiramati used the analogy of speech in relation to thought to describe, on the one hand, the emanation of the World Soul
from the Nous and, on the other, to describe the outflow of the Buddha’s teachings
from the Dharmakāya.48
Sthiramati was an Indian follower of Vasubandhu, removed from him by two
centuries. Vasubandhu’s Chinese followers had their own distinct similes which they
used to describe the three realms of Yogācāra. One of the favorites of the Fa-hsiang
school (fl. 642) was the snake simile.49 A man is frightened by a snake, examines it to
discover that it is a rope, and, upon further discovery, realizes that it is not so much
a rope as a collection of hemp fibers.50 This increase in understanding is typical of
the ascent up the three realms. Another popular Fa-hsiang analogy was the crystal
simile. If a transparent crystal is placed beside gold it appears to be gold, just as Nonbeing is taken to be true reality. The appearance is Nonbeing, the crystal is Dependent Being, and the nonexistence of the gold is Absolute Being.51
The doyens of the Hua-yen school (fl. 683) acted as an intermediary between
Vasubandhu and Zen Buddhism. To put it another way Hua-yen thought is the
philosophical basis of Zen, and Tsung-mi, its fifth patriarch, was also a patriarch of
Chinese Zen.52 It is therefore interesting to note that in Zen Buddhism, as in Plotinus’
thought, the vision of ultimate reality comes suddenly and unannounced.53 For
instance at Ennead 5.3.17 Plotinus writes, “We must believe we have had the
vision, whenever the soul suddenly takes light.”54 In Plotinus the vision is usually
supernatural; in Zen it is only occasionally so, as with the woman who was thrown
into a trance and was released from it by a bodhisattva snapping his fingers.55 Yet
in both cases the adept is instructed to mentally prepare himself for the impending
revelation.56
Plotinus and Tantra
Thomas McEvilley claims to find in the Enneads a system of meditation similar to the
Tantric meditation of Indian and Tibetan Buddhism, especially when Plotinus instructs his students to imagine a picture of the universe, with sun, stars, earth, sea,
and living beings exhibited on a transparent globe.57 McEvilley likens this globe to
the maṇḍala or magic circle which the Tantric mystic was to clearly visualize as Plotinus tells his students to.58 “Let this be in your soul,” are his words. As in Tantra the
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mystic is enjoined to ask the deity to enter the globe and unify him. I think, however,
that McEvilley is confusing Plotinus’ urging his students to visualize an image for
philosophical reflection with his instructing them in meditation. He certainly goes
too far when he alleges that Plotinus directed formal meditation classes in his
school.59 Armstrong denies that he practiced meditation techniques,60 and Dillon
prefers to think of him here as introducing a spiritual exercise,61 much as a Jesuit
teacher might. There is moreover nothing in the Enneads like the involved rituals of
Tantra. In Japanese Tantra the mystic sits with his right leg folded on top of his left and
recites the words, “Om! I awaken the mind which is in union with everything,” and
he later holds the fingers of his hands outstretched and interlocking.62
Nonetheless Sara Rappe calls the above episode a meditation because it involves
a directed use of the imagination and because it challenges “habitual modes of
thought.”63 We must therefore consider the use by Plotinus of something very much
akin to meditation techniques. This would go a long way toward explaining how he
achieved the mystical state with the Nous he describes at Ennead 4.8.1 and how he
attained unity with the One, as Porphyry assures us he did four times when he was
with him.64 There is another illustration in the Enneads of how McEvilley’s theory can
help us understand Plotinus’ thought, that is when he instructs his reader to withdraw
into himself and look and so perfect his inner statue.65 While Plotinus’ intention is
mainly ethical and while this section recalls Stoicism more than anything else one is
reminded of the technique in Tibetan Tantra where the aspirant is instructed to concentrate on himself as the image of Mañjuśrī, the bodhisattva of wisdom.66
There are certain interesting but relatively minor parallels between the lives of
Plotinus and the Tibetan Tantrist Ra Lotsāwa (fl. 1056).67 Lamentably we know more
about his teacher than we do about Plotinus’ own teacher Ammonius. Ra Lotsāwa
was consecrated when he was eight, the age at which Plotinus was weaned.68 He
was privy to supernormal experiences, and like Plotinus he gravitated toward the
highest social circles.69 He earned the enmity of the magician Pūṛnakāla much as
Plotinus did that of Olympius who was unsuccessful in his attempt to destroy him by
star spells.70 Ra Lotsāwa was able to protect himself from his opponent by setting a
painting of a Buddhist goddess on his bed and hiding himself in a jar; Pūṛnakāla’s
magic destroyed the painting but not Ra Lotsāwa.71 Plotinus’ supernatural self-
defense, however, involved no recourse to idols and no previous insult to his enemy,
nor was it abetted by his master. The Vita Plotini additionally does not suggest the
violence and lechery that would increasingly dominate Ra Lotsāwa’s progress.72 In
his destructive use of magic Ra Lotsāwa resembled Olympius more than Plotinus;
in this he was not alone. Williams describes Tibetan Buddhism of his time as in
habited by immoral and megalomaniac magicians who believed they were already
Buddhas and therefore beyond good and evil.73 Yet it can safely be said that Plotinus’
immediate milieu had something in common with Buddhist Tantra. There is an even
closer affinity between Tantra and the theurgic rituals of later Neoplatonism than
there is between Tantra and Plotinus.74 In the case of both Tantra and Neoplatonic
theurgy scholars are less scornful than they once were, recognizing the beneficent
effect of ritual on the human mind.75
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Conclusion
The present article has been something of a concordance of Buddhism and the
Enneads. One of its most distinctive discoveries is its observation of the similarities
between the careers of Plotinus and those of Vasubandhu and Ra Lotsāwa. But like
its predecessors the article has come to a dead end. Many of the parallels it has enumerated between Plotinus and Mahāyāna Buddhism are far from tidy, with the Dharmakāya being compared to the World Soul at one point and the One at another. As
we have intimated, the differences between Plotinus and Buddhism are perhaps
more revealing than the similarities. His view of the One is more personal than Buddhist conceptions of ultimate reality, and he sometimes uses the masculine pronoun
when referring to it.76 In relation to this is his strong theodicean bent,77 something
irrelevant in Eastern philosophy.78 He also envisions a kind of love between mankind
and God, “the noble love of a daughter for her noble father,” and although this is far
less pronounced than is the case with Proclus79 he frequently comes very close to the
spirit of Christian mysticism.80
The influence or lack of influence of Eastern philosophy on Plotinus has become
something of an ideological issue, with lovers of Western civilization denying the
former and detractors of the West81 championing it. The latter also run the danger of
being overly enthusiastic. Gregorios, for instance, speaks of Plato and Socrates as
Plotinus’ gurus, but Plott warns us that we should not turn Plotinus into a yogin.82 The
influence of Plotinus on premodern Eastern philosophy has never really been con
sidered. Wallis writes, “It cannot, of course, be assumed that any borrowing must
have been [only] on the Greek side,”83 but this has long been assumed by scholars
who are open to the question of influence. Many of the most “Plotinian” of the Buddhist philosophers postdated him, but I believe it is unlikely they owed anything
to Plotinus or even knew about him. The Plotinian elements in the Mahāyānists can
be traced back to tendencies in the earliest Indian philosophy just as the “Buddhist”
elements in Plotinus can be traced back to tendencies in the earliest Greek philosophy.84 Thomas McEvilley thinks these last tendencies owed something to Jainism,
traveling to Greece by way of the Orphics.85 More likely they arose independently of
one another and reflect the attraction of the human mind towards order and simplicity and of the philosophical mind towards monism.86

Notes
I would like to thank John Dillon, Mark Edwards, and Svetla Slaveva-Griffin for their
help with this article.
1    –    Vit. Plot. 3. Few scholars have noticed that Plotinus’ trajectory was from Africa
to Asia to Europe.
2    –    Yet there were Indian yogis in Alexandria in his time, and the Alexandrian Pantaenus is said to have made the trip to India by Eusebius in Hist. Eccl. 5.10.
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